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SUMMARY:  
 
Midvale City joined the Unified Police Department (UPD) in 2011.  At that time, the UPD model 
of operating local precincts and sharing regional services (HR, Legal, SWAT, K9, investigations, 
forensics, evidence, etc.) with UPD Member Communities allowed for Midvale to continue the 
high level of service expected by its residents and achieve significant cost savings for the City’s 
general fund.  In 2011, Midvale City’s UPD member fee was $5,321,734.  In Midvale’s FY2023 
budget, Midvale’s UPD member fee, at $11,786,484, will account for 46.3% of the general fund. 
 
Given the significant impact that law enforcement has on Midvale City’s budget, UPD’s system 
of governance and Midvale’s role within that system have been issues of concern.  The basic 
rules of governance for UPD are outlined in an interlocal agreement, of which all UPD Member 
Communities are a party.  As outlined in the interlocal agreement, UPD is governed by a Board 
of Directors with representation from the UPD Member Communities.  The UPD Board 
currently has eleven members, with Salt Lake County being the only community with two 
members.  Currently, each member has an equal vote on non-budgetary issues and a limited 
weighted vote for the approval of the budget and budget amendments.    
 
In 2020, Midvale City provided UPD with a list of reforms that the City felt would, among other 
things, improve governance by increasing transparency and proportional representation.  These 
issues were discussed by the UPD Board and some changes were made, including the addition of 
a limited weighted voting system. Most of the requested reforms were not adopted. 
 
In June, Mayor Stevenson, with the support of the City Council, cast the sole “no” vote on during 
the adoption of UPD’s FY2023 budget.  Midvale’s dissenting vote was the result of 
dissatisfaction with the budget process and the subsequent $1,911,967 increase in Midvale’s 
member fee.  This outcome has raised concerns among the Mayor, Council, and staff regarding 
Midvale’s ability to meaningfully influence budgetary decisions within UPD, which in turn 
dictate how nearly half of the City’s general fund is spent each year. 
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Following the vote on the UPD Budget, staff spoke individually with City Council 
members to gather their opinions regarding the outcome of the budget process, as well as 
on Midvale’s role as a member of the Unified Police Department.  While opinions varied 
greatly among the City Council members, staff has attempted to summarize their opinions 
to facilitate discussion during the City Council meeting.  One area of commonality among 
the City Council, Mayor, and Staff is their appreciation for the professionalism, dedication, 
and hard work provided by UPD’s officers, as well as recognition that we still receive the 
high level of service that was promised when Midvale joined UPD.  Among a subset of 
City Council members there was support for the goal of bolstering the shared services 
model of law enforcement through Unified Police Department reforms that increase 
transparency, ensure equitable funding of shared services, reinforce cost controls, and 
enhance the devolution of the community precincts.  Additionally, several reforms were 
discussed that could achieve this goal.  Based on the discussion with the City Council 
members, staff has prepared a proposed list of reforms for consideration during the City 
Council meeting. 

 

1. Voting. The weight of each member’s vote, on all issues, should be related to their 
population and financial contribution to the organization.  However, members 
should also retain control over the budget, organization, leadership, resources, etc. 
of their local precinct. 

   

2. Shared Service Formula and Transparency. The formula for setting member 
fees for shared services has not been modified since the creation of UPD.  Over the 
course of its existence UPD’s membership, services, and budgeting practices have 
changed significantly.  The shared services formula needs to be reviewed and 
modified to ensure it provides the most equitable funding model for the 
organization’s current membership. In order to facilitate the review, modification, 
and administration of the shared services formula, greater detail on the cost, usage, 
and distribution of each shared service will be required. 

   

3. Fund Balance. UPD must establish policies regarding its fund balance.  Fund 
balance should be maintained at a level that is sufficient to insulate members 
from significant financial impacts during emergencies, but should not be a 
regular tool for funding ongoing expenses or amassed without specific 
organizational goals.  As a member funded organization, the transparent, 
strategic, and effective use of members' fees, including fund balance, should be 
a top organizational priority. 

  

4. Local Branding Emphasis. The branding of equipment and uniforms for officers 
operating primarily in community precincts should emphasize the community.  
This change is intended to emphasize the primary responsibility of the local 
precinct to the community it serves.  This change does not need to be completed 
immediately, but over time as equipment is replaced. 
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Staff is seeking direction on the following questions through the approval of a motion or 
motions: 

1. How should Midvale proceed regarding their role as a member of the Unified Police 
Department? 
 

2. If Midvale is to seek UPD reforms, what are Midvale City’s priorities? 
 

3. If Midvale is to seek UPD reforms, how should that be communicated to UPD and its 
Community Members? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


